
Directions: You may use physics books, the internet, and other people to learn 
how to improve your physics knowledge and to improve your score on a test or 
quiz by HALF of the points recoverable. You have various options for submitting 
your corrections, but you must follow the directions precisely. TEST 
CORRECTION MUST START AND END DURING CLASS during distance 
learning for the process to have integrity. Points will be deducted for not following 
directions. If you are struggling, just communicate with me at that moment and we 
will make a plan to allow you to be successful. 
 

1. A. Open the Googledoc shared with you and type your corrections in BLUE, 
UNDER your original answers, being sure to write the question # before 
each corrected answer. You need to SHOW THE WORK and explain why 
the new answer is correct. 
B. Open the Googledoc shared with you, then, on a separate piece of paper 
write the number of the question you are reworking/ correcting with the 
correct answer and the supporting work. Take a picture/screenshot of your 
answers and include them in the Googledoc. Do not paste them sideways or 
upside down or you will lose a recoverable point. Please DO NOT COMBINE 
corrections for P1 and P2; they should be submitted in separate screenshots 
under the separate sections.  
 

I. Multiple Choice: You need to SHOW THE WORK for any calculation and 
explain why the new answer is correct. For non-calculation problems, you 
still need to explain the reasoning behind why your new answer is correct. 
List the LETTER of the corrected answer (not the value). No points will be 
awarded without these explanations.  

 
II. Short Answer: You must re-do the entire question 

again, by typing directly on the Googledoc or writing 
the new solution on the separate notebook paper 
and including a screenshot. Be sure to include 
COMPLETE formulas, check your math, sig figs, 
units and please “box” your final answer. If all of 
these requirements are not met, you will not recover 



the maximum possible credit, as deductions will be taken for not following 
directions the SECOND time around! 
 

**ALL CORRECTIONS MUST BE ON THE ORIGINAL EXAM GOOGLEDOC and 
THEY ARE DUE AT THE END OF THE PERIOD (no exceptions)** 


